
BEST ENGLISH ESSAYISTS

List of notable or famous essayists from England, with bios and photos, including the top essayists born in England and
even some popular essayists who.

First rule: Do not use semicolons. Leave no room for ambiguity or vagueness. Is it their nature, or are they
puppets of imperial forces with agendas of their own? It also provides for one of the greatest meditations on
nature and the passing of time. Hazlitt is the 19th-century essayist one can't omit to mention and the Guardian
is one of his staunchest supporters. You can show the grandest in the mundane for example the moth at your
window and the drama of life and death. You can mix your personal story with the zeitgeist or the ethos of the
time. White â€” Once more to the lake What does it mean to be a father? He recounts the story of his friend,
Salman Rushdie, author of Satanic Verses who, for many years had to watch over his shoulder because of the
fatwa of Ayatollah Khomeini. Fourteen days in stir. It makes it so much more personal and relatable. After the
eclipse, nothing is going to be the same again. I related to him an entire conversation we had all those years
ago about JB Priestley. Intertwine them and arrange for a grand finale where everything is finally clear. It
turned out he was my old English teacher, Mr Cassidy, who is now retired but who told me he likes to follow
my excursions in the literary world. Intertwine a personal journey with philosophical musings. Earlier
generations of novelists and playwrights often saw themselves as being goaded into creative action by the
spirited efforts of their period's great essayists. Never forget about your identity. And to counter Steele, don't
we need more women here - as writers rather than subjects? Become their friend and tell the story naturally,
like around the dinner table. They evidently furnished the model for those charming discursive papers by
Cowley, Halifax, and Temple, which closely resemble some of the best work of Hazlitt or Lamb. Let other
thinkers prove your point. You only have to turn on the news now to see how the great essayists are eternally
with us: a discussion of the credit crunch on the Today programme is using terms coined by Adam Smith; a
report on population growth in the Telegraph is a living response to Thomas Malthus's famous essay of  You
can use just the first paragraph to set the stage for the whole piece of prose. Use it to your best advantage and
become the voice of other people in the same situation. You can touch a few cognate stories in one piece of
writing. Mary Ruefle takes on this basic human emotion with flair. An amusing lesson in writing from Mr.
You can really change how people look at things if you express yourself plainly enough. Watch, as
Christopher Hitchens slays one commandment after the other on moral, as well as historical grounds. Writing
is about your way of being. But if it be stopped, and cannot have his way, it becometh adust, and thereby
malign and venomous.


